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Details of Visit:

Author: Tiggy7
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 7 Dec 2014 12:30
Duration of Visit: 1.5 Hours
Amount Paid: 225
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07935825119

The Premises:

The Lady:

Beautiful young ebony student, svelte but nicely-curved body, lovely smile, engaging personality -
the flower of youth!

The Story:

As a mature punter, I am more interested in the total experience, rather than starting out with a list
of requirements and a 'set menu'. A shared bottle of wine, mutual sensual massage, slow foreplay
and 'go with the flow' works well for me and it tends to work especially well with ebony escorts. My
sole goal is for both parties to have a great time and I have had a wonderful time with Ebony on
each of the three occasions that we have been together and they keep getting better and better.

Ebony really is an 18 year-old student, and a very mature and serious one, as well. I was a bit
hesitant in booking her originally because the age-gap involved is rather larger than I would
normally prefer. Within several minutes, whatever reservations or concerns I had harboured
disappeared completely. She is very independent, thinks about what she says and says what she
means. I found her very responsive and very appreciative of being treated like the lovely young
woman that she is.

In short, Ebony is a 'gifted amateur' who very likely will only be escorting for a limited time and,
although young, potentially embodies the term 'Girl Friend Experience' for punters of all ages. She
is not for the hard-core PSE fan or the guy who is just looking for a quickie. The usual caveats
about the punter's behavior while with her pertain. 
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